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D. Open the Designer > go the Standardization Rules folder > double-click on the Rule set 
> select the Properties tab. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 110
 
Click the Exhibit button.
 
Referring to the exhibit containing match pass statistics, which three statements are
 
true?(Choose three.)
 

A. 182 match sets containing at least one XA and one or more DA records were found. 
B. 300 duplicate records (DA) were identified. 
C. Zero duplicate records (DA) were identified. 
D. 217 residual records (RA) resulted from this pass. 
E. 83 match sets containing at least one XA and one or more DA records were found. 

Answer: B, D, E 

QUESTION: 111
 
What describes the correct sequence needed to copy a rule set?
 

A. Select the Standardization Rules folder.
 
Expand the desired rule set folder.
 
Right-click the PAT file and select Create copy.
 
B. Select the Standardization Rules folder.
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Expand the desired rule set folder.
 
Right-click the SET file and select Create copy.
 
C. Select the Standardization Rules folder.
 
Expand the desired rule set folder.
 
Right-click the rule set and select Create copy.
 
D. Select the Standardization Rules folder.
 
Right-click and select Create copy.
 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 112
 
Click the Exhibit button.
 
Based on the standardization results in the exhibit, which two actions will move "WINTER
 
SQUAREROOT" to {ExceptionData}? (Choose two.)
 

A. Add Input Text override for ++, moving all data to {ExceptionData}. 
B. Add Input Text overrides for "WINTER" and "SQUAREROOT" moving to 
{ExceptionData}. 
C. Edit the Pattern Action file and add the pattern + | + moving data to {ExceptionData}. 
D. Assign a class of A to "WINTER" and "SQUAREROOT". 

Answer: B, C 

QUESTION: 113 
A client's data contains an abbreviation for STREET that is not recognized by the rule 
causing the address data to not be standardized. Which action will allow the abbreviation to 
be recognized by the rule? 

A. Add the abbreviation to the Dictionary. 
B. Bypass the Pattern Action file. 
C. Add a new pattern to the Overrides. 
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D. Add the abbreviation to the Classification table. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 114 
After reviewing the name standardization results, it was found that the input pattern shown 
below was not able to be processed."FFF". The input data shows the name as "William 
Thomas James". What will resolve the issue? 

A. Create an Unhandled Pattern override to treat this pattern as Unhandled data. 
B. Create an Input Pattern override to treat this pattern as first name, middle name, last 
name. 
C. Create a classification override to treat this pattern as first name, middle name, last 
name. 
D. Copy the input data to last name in the Rules Analyzer. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 115 
Which three actions to a match pass will increase the ability to differentiate the correct 
matches from the incorrect matches? (Choose three.) 

A. Increase agreement weight overrides. 
B. Increase disagreement weight overrides. 
C. Decrease the number of variables that participate in the match. 
D. Increase the number of variables that participate in the match. 
E. Decrease the number of records that participate in a match. 

Answer: A, B, D 

QUESTION: 116 
When you are configuring Variable Special Handling in the Match Designer, what are three 
valid actions that can be selected? (Choose three.) 

A. CRITICAL 
B. CLERICAL 
C. BASIC 
D. NOMARKED 
E. NOFREQ 
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Answer: A, B, E 

QUESTION: 117
 
For an Unduplicate Match, how does the Match stage determine the master record?
 

A. the record within a block with the most unhandled data 
B. the record within a block with the most values populated 
C. the record within a block that matched to itself with the highest weight 
D. the record within a block that occurred last 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 118 
You are trying to decide the first pass match blocking field for the processing of the 
subscriber source system data. You have standardized the name and address subscriber data 
prior to the match processing. Which field is appropriate to consider as a first pass blocking 
field in this subscriber name and address match? 

A. tax ID 
B. title 
C. status code 
D. soundex of the middle name 

Answer: A 
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